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Interlayer coupling within individual submicron magnetic elements
David J. Smith,a),b),f) R. E. Dunin-Borkowski,b),c) M. R. McCartney,b) B. Kardynal,d),e)
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~Received 22 November 1999; accepted for publication 10 February 2000!

The interlayer coupling and magnetization reversal of patterned, submicron Co/Au/Ni
nanostructures, shaped as diamonds, ellipses, and rectangles, have been investigated using off-axis
electron holography and micromagnetic simulations. Antiferromagnetic coupling between the
ferromagnetic layers, attributed to the strong Co demagnetization field, was visualized directly.
Simulated hysteresis loops overall showed reasonable agreement with the experimental results.
Local structural imperfections may be responsible for small discrepancies between the observed
magnetization states of the patterned elements and the simulations. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~00!04010-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative characterization of magnetization rever
mechanisms in submicron-sized magnetic elements is es
tial for the future development of high-density, magnetic
formation storage systems. The behavior of thin continu
films, which can be studied by bulk characterization me
ods, is rarely a reliable guide for predicting the properties
small magnetic elements of well-defined size and sha1

The formation of edge domains in patterned submicron
ments strongly influences their switching fields,2 while the
shape anisotropy of magnetic tunnel junctions~MTJs! domi-
nates their hysteretic response.3 The magnetic interaction
between two thin, closely separated, ferromagnetic~FM! lay-
ers within individual lithographically defined structures, su
as MTJs or spin valves, can also influence their switch
mode and coercive field. Changes in the separation of
FM materials and their parallel or antiparallel magne
alignment can cause substantial changes in electrical r
tance when the magnitude and direction of an externally
plied magnetic field is varied. This effect is common
termed giant magnetoresistance~GMR!.4

We have previously shown that off-axis electron holo
raphy is a powerful experimental tool for the characterizat
of magnetic interactions associated with patterned
nanostructures.5,6 Here, we apply this technique to invest
gate magnetization reversal in magnetically asymmetric,
Au/Ni patterned trilayer structures with approximate late
dimensions of between 100 and 300 nm. We also comp
our experimental measurements with simulated domain
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tributions determined from solutions to the Landau
Lifshitz–Gilbert ~LLG! equations.7

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The elements examined here consisted of Co/Au
trilayers patterned into diamonds, ellipses and rectang
bars. They were prepared directly onto self-supporting
nm-thick silicon nitride membranes using electron-beam
thography and lift-off processes. Individual trilayer elemen
were well separated laterally in order to reduce inter-elem
magnetic interactions.6 Electron holograms were recorded
200 kV using a Philips CM200 transmission electron mic
scope equipped with a field-emission electron gun. In ad
tion to an electrostatic biprism for generating electron ho
grams, the instrument was equipped with an additio
~Lorentz! minilens which allowed holograms to be record
at magnifications of up to;70kx and resolutions of;2 nm
with the objective lens switched off and the sample loca
in nearly field-free conditions.8 The objective lens could also
be excited slightly so that magnetization processes and
teresis loops could be followedin situ by tilting the specimen
in a known, previously calibrated, magnetic field.5 Figure
1~a! shows a low magnification bright-field image of on
array of patterned shapes, while the schematic diagram
Fig. 1~b! shows the nominal cross-sectional structure of e
element. The representative electron hologram in Fig. 1~c!
illustrates the typical lateral dimensions of the nanostr
tures, which are thin rectangular bars in this example. T
corresponding smaller and larger diamonds and ellipses
similar heights as the bars, and widths of 120 or 160 nm
all of the experimental results reported below, the contrib
tion of the mean inner potential to the holographic phase w
subtracted from the holograms in order to obtain the m
netic contribution of primary interest.9

Micromagnetic simulations incorporated room tempe
ture simulation parameters for Co~and Ni!, including the
exchange stiffness,A51.55 ~and 0.80 for Ni! merg/cm and
the saturation magnetization,Ms51414 ~and 440 for Ni!
emu/cm3. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant,K, in
our polycrystalline layers~below 10 nm grain size! was set
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to zero. A value forK of 0 is consistent with the observatio
that the coercivity in our elements~ascribed to shape aniso
ropy! is much larger than that typical of bulk films of th
same thickness, implying that magnetocrystalline anisotr
plays a minor role in the energetics of switching. A gyr
magnetic frequency,g517.6 MHz/Oe, and a damping con

FIG. 1. Experimental configuration.~a! Low magnification image showing
array of small patterned elements in the form of diamonds, rectangles,
ellipses;~b! schematic cross section showing nominal vertical dimension
Co/Au/Ni trilayer structure. The thin Al overlayer was intended to provi
protection against oxidation and to prevent charging of the sample du
observation in the electron microscope.~c! Electron hologram of two rect-
angular bars showing typical lateral dimensions.
y

stant,a51, were used in the LLG calculations, and the e
fects of temperature fluctuations were not included. In-pla
discrete moments~representing a continuous magnetizati
distribution! were 5.0 nm on each side, and a single layer
moments was used for each magnetically active layer.
demagnetization field was computed to all orders, coupl
the moments in all cells with each other. Magnetization
versal processes were followed by assigning an initial
main structure and then integrating the LLG equations i
fixed external field until equilibrium was reached. The e
criteria corresponded to the largest change in the resid
direction cosine of all discretized moments in the grid cha
ing by less than 231025.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative results for a selection of the elements
tabulated in three sets of four columns in Fig. 2. The l
column of each set shows a selection of the experime
results in the form of the magnetic contributions to the e
perimental holographic phases during a complete hyster
cycle. In these observations, the in-plane field~shown at left!
was varied along the vertical direction of the figure betwe
6 1930 Oe~corresponding to6 30° sample tilt! in an out-
of-plane field of 3600 Oe. The different directions of th
measured in-plane magnetization are represented by a
tinuous color wheel, in which the directions in the plane
the film are blue~up!, red ~right!, yellow ~down!, and green
~left!. The intensity of the colors reflects the magnitude
the in-plane magnetization. The holographic phase conto
which have a spacing of 0.064p radians, follow lines of con-
stant magnetic induction~B-field strength!: Their separation
is proportional to the in-plane component of the magne
induction integrated in the incident beam direction. Althou
the data are noisy due to the underlying silicon nitride me
brane, the contours can still be followed both inside the e
ments and in the surrounding magnetic leakage fields.
emergence of phase contours from the sides of the diamo
and ellipses over substantial portions of the hysteresis c
indicates that interactions between neighboring eleme
would occur if they were placed in close proximity.

The experimental results in Fig. 2 show that the switc
ing fields needed for complete magnetization reversal of
diamond- and elliptical-shaped elements are smaller than
the rectangular bar. A solenoidal vortex state is visible
the elliptical shape during both forward and reverse cyc
~at 2168 and1336 Oe!. Simulations were unable to repli
cate this vortex structure despite extensive trial-and-error
tempts, suggesting that structural imperfections may h
been a contributing factor.10 Vortex states were also seen
the smaller diamond-shaped elements but they were n
observed in the rectangular bars, presumably because o
narrow dimensions and the dominant influence of shape
isotropy on the magnetic response.3 Significantly, the bars
are also too thin and narrow to form end-domains, wh
govern the reversal of larger rectangular elements.11–13 In-
stead, the phase contours typically curve at their ends b
maximum angle of; 45° just before magnetization revers
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Comparison of experimental and simulated magnetization states during complete hysteresis cycles for patterned Co/Au/Ni spin-valve
in the form of diamonds, ellipses, and rectangular bars. Applied in-plane fields~in vertical direction on page! are shown at left. Experimental phase contou
are separated by 0.064p radians. Columns labeled ‘‘Co’’ and ‘‘Ni’’ are simulations for the individual FM layers, and those labeled ‘‘total’’ are simula
for the composite Co/Au/Ni structure.
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~see, for example, the1336 Oe image of the rectangular b
at the bottom of Fig. 2!.

The experimental phase contours have two distinct sp
ings in each element~narrower at higher applied fields an
wider close to remanence!. These different spacings are a
sociated with the presence of ferromagnetic and antife
magnetic coupling between the Ni and Co layers, as
cussed below. Measurement of the phase-contour separa
for both of these two coupled states implies that the thi
nesses of each of the magnetically active layers was clos
3 nm, rather than the nominal 10 nm expected from calib
tion of the electron-beam evaporator used for film depo
tion. Processing the holograms to extract the mean inner
tential contribution to the holographic phase confirmed t
the thicknesses of the individual layers were approxima
correct, so that over half of each magnetic layer was m
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netically dead. Oxidation during lithographic processing
the most likely origin of this discrepancy.

The closest match with the experimental results w
achieved for FM layer thicknesses of 3.5 nm, in close agr
ment with the thickness estimates based on the experime
phase contours. The corresponding simulations for each
of element shapes for 3.5-nm-thick magnetic films are sho
in the remaining columns of Fig. 2. The columns label
‘‘Co’’ and ‘‘Ni’’ track the magnetization states of the indi
vidual FM layers within each element during the hystere
cycle, while those labeled ‘‘total’’ show the computed hol
graphic phase shifts, which can be compared directly w
the experimental data. Changes in the total contour spac
are apparent between fields at which the Ni layer has
versed but the Co layer is still unchanged; similar behavio
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FIG. 3. Experimental phase differences measured across patterned Co/Au/Ni trilayer structures during complete hysteresis cycle:~a! diamonds,~b! ellipses,~c!
rectangular bars. Solid/dashed lines correspond to larger/smaller elements, respectively.
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also visible in each experimental hysteresis cycle~see dis-
cussion below!.

Careful examination of the simulations for the individu
FM elements as well as for the composite structures prov
further insight into the magnetization reversal process. T
most important result is that the Ni layer in each elem
reverses its magnetization well before the external fi
reaches 0 Oe, confirming that an antiferromagnetica
coupled state is the normal remanent state that would
obtained after saturation of the element followed by remo
of the external field. This antiferromagnetic~AFM! coupling
must be due to the flux closure associated with the str
demagnetization field of the closely adjacent and magn
cally more massive Co layer~higherMst product, wheret is
the layer thickness!. The darker yellow color of the Ni laye
relative to that of the Co indicates that its magnetization
being pulled out-of-plane both by the externally applied fie
and by the strong Co demagnetization field.

The domain structures observed here in these extrem
small, coupled magnetic structures clearly differ marke
from those seen in larger elements and single film structu
For example, the switching fields of the Ni and Co eleme
are sensitive to their thickness and shape, as well as
saturation magnetization of each layer. The occurrence
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flux closure associated with an antiferromagnetic reman
state contributes to a lack of end domains. This contra
with the behavior observed in thicker single layer films
which end domains help to eliminate the external stray fie
that would lead to significantly higher free energies. W
have previously reported that larger Co nanostructures o
nm thickness have solenoidal domain structures over a w
range of applied fields,6 and similar magnetization vortice
have been reported to cause anomalous switching beha
in 20-nm-thick NiFeCo submicron arrays.14 Configurations
resembling the remanent ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘ C’’ states simulated in
Ref. 2 for a single Co layer can be recognized for the b
shaped element, for example, at2336 and1168 Oe, respec-
tively, but these configurations are not the remanent st
for this coupled system.

The switching behavior of several of the trilayer el
ments is compared in the form of hysteresis loops in Figs
and 4. The experimental loops in Fig. 3 were obtained
plotting the magnetic contribution to the total phase diffe
ence across the mid-point of each element, as measure
rectly from the holographic phase contours. For both
diamond- and elliptical-shaped elements, there is a small
noticeable decrease in the phase soon after the external
netic field is reduced in strength. This phase decrease is
s
FIG. 4. Hysteresis loops derived from micromagnetic simulations for patterned elements:~a! diamonds,~b! ellipses,~c! rectangular bars. Solid/dashed line
correspond to larger/smaller elements, respectively.
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sistent with the magnetization of the Ni layer being gradua
pulled out of the plane before field reversal occurs. Note a
that the major Co switching field for the bar-shaped eleme
is considerably larger than for the other element shap
which is presumably due to the difficulty of nucleating r
versal in a thin narrow element in the absence of end-dom
structures.11

The simulated loops in Fig. 4 show the fractional ma
netizationM /Ms ~whereMs is the saturation magnetizatio
in the direction of the applied field!, as computed for both
smaller and larger elements of each shape. The drop in m
nitude that occurs in these simulations before 0 Oe co
sponds to the reversal of the Ni layers but the drop is la
and more abrupt than observed experimentally, perhaps
flecting some variability in grain size and orientation in t
experimental Ni film that helps to facilitate earlier revers
The square shape for the Co switching in both the exp
mental and simulated loops provides further evidence for
absence of end domains which are reported to affect the
havior of large rectangular elements.13 It is also interesting
that the smaller of the two diamond-shaped elements h
substantially larger switching field, similar to that of the ba
shaped element. Similar increases in switching field with
creasing element width have been reported previously
thin Co nanoelements,11 and have been attributed to the i
creased difficulty of nucleating magnetization reversal.

A significant outcome of this study is the agreement
tween the computed and measured phase contour maps
ticularly in the ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetica
coupled regimes. The Co element reverses its magnetiza
experimentally at the correct coercive field, although the
switches earlier and more gradually than expected from
simulations. A slight left-right asymmetry is also observ
experimentally, possibly due to slight irregularities in t
element shapes or thicknesses. The importance of acqu
high quality experimental data is highlighted by the sensi
ity of the simulations to a large number of variables. T
diamond- and elliptical-shaped elements examined w
large enough to support vortices experimentally but we w
unable to form them in the computations without artific
y
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means ~roughness, large magnetization fluctuations, e!
during evolution from the saturated state. Experimental f
tors such as crystal grain size and orientation are likely
have an increasing influence on domain configurations
future generations of even smaller elements. The reprod
ibility of the domain structure in successive hysteresis cyc
will also become an important consideration, and may p
sibly be overcome by careful attention to element shape
aspect ratio. The remanent AFM coupling of closely spac
FM layers will also be of particular relevance in practic
device applications.
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